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Abstract

We propose a method to control the camera in order to
obtain video images that have minimum changes of camera
motion under the constraint of a planned camera-work. A
camera-work for shooting an object can be defined by the
position and the size of the object in each video image. In
order to obtain video images that are comfortable for a human to see, it is not necessary that the position and the size
of the object in the images are exactly the same as the specified camera-work, but it is important that the changes of the
camera motion is small. Considering this issue, we control
the camera to minimize the changes of the camera motion
so that the position and the size of the object continue to be
within the acceptable range.

1. Introduction
Various studies have been presented in order to take
videos of human activities such as lectures, music concerts,
sports games and so on automatically[1][2]. It is required
to shoot a moving object for taking those videos.
We consider that the shooting is specified by a value of
a camera-work. A camera-work is defined as a vector that
consists of the position, the velocity, the size and the magnification rate of the object, and the velocity of the background in a video image at each frame. We call the specified
value of the camera-work a “target camera-work” (TCW).
All the elements in the TCW do not need to be specified.
For example, when we want to shoot a lecturer at the center
of the image in medium size, only the position and the size
of the object are specified.
It is required to control the camera by referring images
since it sometimes happens that the object goes out of the
image due to uncontrollable factors such as noise in measuring the location of the object and unexpected object mo-

tions even if the camera is controlled based on the current
3D position of the object in the environment.
Visual servo [3] is conventional technique to control the
camera by referring images. The technique always controls
the camera to reduce the difference of the current resultant
camera-work in the image from the TCW. When we employ this technique, the camera motion is not stabilized but
continuously modified to realize the TCW exactly.
In the case we take videos of human activities so that the
videos are comfortable for human to see, it is important to
reduce not only the difference of the resultant camera-work
from the TCW but also the changes of the camera motion.
The changes of the camera motion cause the unstable motion of the background in the taken images. It is not always
required that the resultant camera-work in the images are
exactly the same as the TCW.
In our approach, we introduce an “acceptable range” in
order to minimize the changes of the camera motion. It is
sufficient if the resultant camera-work is within a certain
range of the TCW. The range is given as the upper bound
and the lower bound for each specified element in the TCW.
We consider the resultant camera-work is within the range
even if the element not specified in the TCW takes any value
in the resultant camera-work. This range is called the “acceptable range”.
Our process constitutes iterative steps. For each step, we
estimate the resultant camera-work at the next step, which
is called “estimated camera-work” (ECW). If the ECW is
within the acceptable range, we do not change the camera
control parameters. If not, we modify the parameters. The
parameters are determined from the ECWs estimated for the
next several steps, so that the ECW is within the acceptable
range at as many steps in a row as possible after the modification.
In order to realize the process, the system first extracts the object region from the images by applying an
M-estimator to the optical flow, and evaluates whether the

ECW is within the acceptable range by applying Kalman
filter.
In the remainder of this paper, we will describe this process in detail. In section 2, we will describe the overview
of the process in the proposed system. In section 3, we will
describe the detail algorithm of the process. In section 4,
we will present the result of a preliminary experiment. In
section 5, we will give our concluding remarks.
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Figure 2. Framework

2.1. Environment
We consider the case that a camera shoots a single moving object. The shooting camera is modeled as a pin-hole
camera with the center of projection at the center of rotation.
The camera is controlled by specifying its pan/tilt speed  ,
 and the zoom parameter   . These parameters take discrete values. The focal length of the camera is given by
function  . Since we are interested especially in
shooting an indoor human, for example, a lecturer in a lecture room, it is assumed that the object is in an unknown
rigid motion without rotation around the optical axis of the
camera.
The camera-work is defined by the position( , ), the
velocity(  ,  ), the size(  ) and
 the magnification rate(  ) of
the object and the velocity(  ,   ) of the background in the
video image at each frame(Fig.1). The position of the object is the centroid of the object region. The size of the
object is the width of the object, because our target human
in an image is standing and moving.
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Figure 1. Elements of the camera-work

An observation stage, an estimation stage and a control
stage constitute a step of the iterative process of the system. At the observation stage, we first extract the resultant
camera-work from the current image. We call it the “observed camera-work” (OCW). At the estimation stage, we
estimate the ECWs for next several steps based on the current and the previous OCWs.
At the control stage, if necessary, we modify the camera
control parameters based on the ECWs so that the changes
of the camera motion will be minimized.

2.3. Minimizing the changes of the camera motion
In order to minimize the changes of the camera motion,
we should not modify the camera control parameters as long
as possible once they are changed. The camera control parameters are changed only when the ECW at the next step
is out of the acceptable range.
We determine the new camera control parameters so that
the ECW is within the acceptable range at as many steps
in a row as possible. We estimate the ECWs not only at
next step but also for next several steps by Kalman filter. As
a result, we can determine the parameters that lead to the
longest period until the ECW will be out of the acceptable
range again. If we would control the camera by referring
the ECW only at next step, the resultant camera-work could
be out of the acceptable range again soon.
The flow of the process described above is summarized
below:
1. Extract the OCW from video images (as described
section 3.1).

2.2. General framework of the process
General framework of the process realized by our system
is shown in Fig.2.
It is assumed that the TCW is preliminary given or is
planned by other systems or human. All the elements in the
TCW do not need to be specified. The acceptable range is
also assumed to be given in advance.

2. Improve the current ECW by updating Kalman filter
using the OCW.
3. Estimate the ECW at next step based on the current
ECW by applying Kalman filter.
4. If the ECW is within the acceptable range, the camera
control parameters keep current values. Go to 1.

5. Otherwise, estimate the ECWs for next ! steps
by applying Kalman filter. The constant "! is decided from the precision and the processing time of
the estimation.
6. Determine the values of the camera control parameters so that the modified values can keep the ECW
within the acceptable range at as many steps in a row
as possible.
7. Modify the camera motion with changing the camera
control parameters to the determined values.
8. Go to 1.

3. Implementation
To realize the process described in the previous section,
it is required to extract the OCW and to estimate the ECWs.
This section describes those implementation and how to determine the camera control parameters.

3.1. Extracting the OCW
It is required to extract the object region in order to extract the OCW. A method of background subtraction is not
suitable for extracting the object region because the background would be change as the result of the pan, tilt and
zoom of the shooting camera.
We extract the object region based on the optical flow.
The optical flow is different between the object region and
the background region when the object is moving. We can
extract the object region by classifying the optical flow into
2 classes, i.e. the object and the background, and selecting
one of them.
The classification is done by applying M-estimator to the
optical flow (it will be described in section 3.1.1). When the
object is not moving, we cannot extract the object region. In
such case, the position of the object is not calculated and we
use the position in the current ECW as the current position
of the object.
The selection of the region is done by comparing the distance between the extracted motion parameters of the region
and the expected motion parameters of the background region. The expected parameters are calculated from previous
values of the camera control parameters (it will be described
in section 3.1.2).
The flow of the process to extract the OCW is shown
below:
1. Calculate optical flow(#  $ ,% $ ) at the point that has coordinate (  $ , $ ) in an image for &')(+*-,.,-,.*/10
2
where  0 is the number of points that optical flow
2
are calculated.

2. Apply the M-estimator to the optical flow to estimate
motion parameters of the first region. The motion
parameters represent the motion of the region. The
motion consists of a horizontal component( 3 ), a vertical component(4 ) and a scale component( 5 ). The
motion parameters of the first region are denoted by
(36 , 476 , 586 ).
3. Classify (  $ , $ ) as the first region if 9 316;:<586= $?>
# $ 9A@<BDCFEHG and 9 4I6D:1586? $> % $ 9@<BDCJEHG where BKCJEHG
is the threshold of the classification.
4. Compare 0 > 6 with BDLMENG where O6 denotes
2
the number of the points classified as the first region
and BDLPEHG is the threshold.
(a) If  0 > 6Q@RBLPEHG , it is considered that the
2
object is not moving. We extract the velocity of
the object as the optical flow at the previous estimated position of the object, and the velocity
of the background as the optical flow at the image center. The process of the extraction ends
here.
(b) If not, apply the M-estimator to the optical flow
at points that are not classified as the first region
in order to estimate motion parameters of the
other region denoted by (3TS , 47S , 58S ).
5. Calculate the expected parameters (3 L , 4 L , 5 L ) of the
background region from the previous camera control
parameters.
6. If ( 3 6 , 4 6 , 5 6 ) is further from (3 L , 4 L , 5 L ) than
(3S , 4US , 58S ), decide that the first region is the object
region. If not, the other region is the object region.
7. Extract all the elements in the OCW. From the extracted object region, we extract the position of the
object as the centroid, the velocity of the object as
the optical flow at the centroid and the size of the object as the width. The magnification rate of the object
is extracted as the extracted size of the object times
5WV > ( ( 5XV represents either 5X6 or 5YS ) and the velocity of the background as the optical flow at the image
center.
3.1.1. Estimating motion parameters
The motion parameters are estimated in order to classify the
optical flow.
There is no rotation around optical axis and no camera
translation. Now optical flow(#  $ ,% $ ) at the point (  $ , $ ) is
given by:
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We introduce M-estimator to estimate the motion parameters (3 , 4 , 5 ). M-estimator is one of popular robust statistics techniques. We can estimate the motion parameters by
M-estimator without the influence of outliers. The result of
calculating the optical flow often includes outliers. When
we estimate the motion parameters of the first region at the
step 2 in extracting the OCW, the optical flow calculated at
the point in the other region can also act as the outliers.
Introducing M-estimator, we minimize the function defined below to obtain the motion parameters (3 , 4 , 5 ).
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3.2. Estimating the ECWs by Kalman filter
We estimate the ECWs by Kalman filter.
It is assumed that the motion of the object is in uniform
accelerated motion in the image and the camera motion has
uniform angular velocity until the camera control parameters are changed. These are reasonable assumptions compared with information we can obtain from images, i.e. the
OCW. We cannot effectively use more detailed models due
to the limitation of the information.
To derive Kalman filter, we define the system equation
and the observation equation.
The system equation is defined as:
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We use the Lorentzian function as the weight function 
and the parameter  is given by TX   [4].
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3.1.2. Selection of the motion parameters of the object
If two regions are extracted, we need to select either region
as the object region. The region whose values of the motion parameters are further from the expected values of the
background region is selected.
The expected values (3yL , 4UL , 58L ) are calculated from the
previous values of the camera control parameters. They are
given by:
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£ where the values at step ¢ is denoted by subscript “¢ ”, and
is the time interval between the steps, and  ¤   is the
focal length corresponding ¤  .
We define a distance between motion parameters (3 L ,
4 L , 5 L ) and ( 3 , 4 , 5 ) as:
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We select the region with longer distance from
( 3 L , 4 L , 5 L ) as the object region.
We use the calculated motion parameters not for eliminating the optical flow caused by the camera motion but for
selecting the object region. This is because the calculated
motion parameters are not always accurate due to the characteristics of the mechanical part of the camera.
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The state vector ½ ¤ is given by:
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where  ¤  ,   ¤  ,  ¤  ,   ¤  ,  ¤  ,  ¤  ,  ¤  and   ¤  are
LPC
LPC
LPC
the resultant camera-work at step ¢ , and Ï ¤  , Ï ¤  and  Ï ¤ 
P
L
C
M
L
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L
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are accelerations of  ¤  , ¤  and  ¤  , respectively. The
control vector Ð ¤ is given by:
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The system noise vector Õ ¤ has average 0 and a given covariance matrix Ö .
ÒÔ^

The observation equation is defined as:
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where Ú ¤ is the observation vector, that is the OCW at step
¢ , given by:
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The matrix Þ ¤ is given by:
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The observation noise vector é ¤ has average 0 and a
given covariance matrix ê .

Kalman filter is implied by the equations from (8) to (18)
as follows:
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where ½ $ô õ is estimated ½ $ based on observations from step
1 to step ö , ÷ $ô õ is estimated covariance matrix of the error
at step & based on observation from step 1 to step ö , and ø ¤
^

is the Kalman gain matrix, and the transpose of the matrix
is denoted by superscript “ù ”.
After the observation at step ¢ , the OCW gives Ú ¤ . Matrices ÷ ¤ú8û ô ¤úYû , ÷ ¤ ô ¤úYû and ø ¤ are calculated from the
equations (23), (20) and (21) in this order. Then, the current ECW in ½ ¤ ô ¤ is calculated from the equation (22). As
the result, we can calculate the ECWs for next 1! steps
that are included in ½ ¤¡üWý ô ¤ ( þTÿ(\*r*.,.,-, , ! ) from the
equation (19).

3.3. Controlling camera
We modify the camera control parameters if the ECW at
next step is out of the acceptable range. When the modification is required, we calculate the values of the camera
control parameters so that the ECWs is within the acceptable range at as many steps in a row as possible.
The camera control parameters ¤  , i¤  and D¤  are determined from the ECWs. We first determine  ¤  from  and  ,

then  ¤  from  ,   and  , and  ¤  from  ,   and   . The position and the velocity of the object are influenced by all the
camera control parameters. The size and the magnification
rate of the object are influenced by ¤  only. Therefore, O¤ 
is uniquely determined from the size and the magnification
rate of the object.
We determine Ô¤  as described below.
If  and  are not specified in the TCW, since the ECW
is within the range even if  and  in the ECW take any

values, we do not modify  ¤  . If  and/or  is specified
in the TCW, we calculate the range of  ¤  that  and  in
the ECW at step (¢u:<þ ) are between the upper bound and
the lower bound specified by the acceptable range for þ©
(+*A*7*.,-,.,!*/ ! . The range of  ¤  is calculated from the
relation between the ECW at step (¢=:Ôþ ) and  ¤  . In order to
obtain the relation, we obtain the relation between ½ ¤¡üWý ô ¤
and Ð ¤ . This is because the ECW at step (¢D:;þ ) is included
in ½ ¤¡üWý ô ¤ and  ¤  is referred in Ð ¤ . The relation is given
from the equation (19) by:
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We can calculate ½ ¤ ô ¤ after the observation at step ¢ .
Therefore, we can calculate Ð ¤ that will cause the
camera-work in ½  ¤¡üWý at step (¢:'þ ) by:
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We calculate K¤  from Ð ¤ by the equation (12).
Then, we take the intersection of the range of u¤  from
step (¢ :p( ) to step (¢:© ! ). We determine the value of
D¤  as the average between the upper bound and the lower
bound of the intersection.
After K¤  is determined, we determine Ô¤  and K¤  in the
similar way as K¤  is determined. We control the camera
with the determined values of ¤  , ¤  and K¤  .

4. Experiment
We conducted a preliminary experiment to evaluate the
extraction of the OCW and the estimation of the ECWs by
Kalman filter when shooting a real moving object. The
TCW is given so that the object is at the horizontal center in
the images. The acceptable range is not yet introduced.
The size of the input image is 256  220 pixels. Optical
flow is calculated at 150 points(15 columns  10 rows) by
block matching. The object is a human walking with approximately constant speed along a straight line at 3 meters
from the camera.
The OCW is extracted by the method described in section 3.1. Examples of input image are shown in Fig.3(a)
and (d). The object regions extracted manually for Fig.3(a)
and (d) are shown in Fig.3(b) and (e), respectively. The object regions extracted by the method for Fig.3(a) and (d) are
shown in Fig.3(c) and (f), respectively. A black rectangle
shows that the point is classified as the object region. The
extracted OCW between Fig.3(a) and (d) is shown in Table.1. The unit in the table is a pixel.
Table 1. Observed camera-work
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Figure 4. Estimated camera-work

acceptable range, the ECW is expected to be closer to the
OCW.
(d) Input - after

(e) Manual - after

(f) System - after

Figure 3. Extraction results

The optical flow is calculated at horizontal intervals of
about 17 pixels and vertical intervals of 22 pixels. The resolution of extracting the position and the size of the object
depends on the intervals. The resolution of extracting the
velocity of the object and the background depends on the
unit of calculating the optical flow. The result shows that
we can extract the OCW with reasonable precision compared with the resolution.
The extracted position of the object is more inaccurate
than the extracted velocity. It is because the number of the
points that optical flow is calculated is small. If we increase
the number, the results will be more accurate. At the same
time, it takes more time to calculate the optical flow and as
the result the camera control is delayed. A trade-off problem between the resolution and the processing time exists.
The extracted size of the object is also inaccurate because of
the error of the classification between the object region and
the background region. We need to improve the classification method to be more robust by, for example, considering
the result of the classification at the neighborhood or at the
previous step.
Fig.4 shows  in the OCW and in the ECWs£ at every 10
steps for the next 10 steps. The time interval( ) between
steps is 100 millisecond. Though the OCW does not always show the resultant camera-work due to the error of the
observation, it gives an indication of the resultant camerawork.
The ECWs estimated at step  are far from the OCW
between step 42 and 50. This is because the camera motion
is often changed in this experiment. If we introduce the

5. Conclusion
We proposed the method to control the camera in order
to take videos with the minimum changes of the camera motion under the constraint of the TCW.
In our approach, we introduce the “acceptable range” in
order to minimize the changes of the camera motion. For
each step, we estimate the resultant camera-work at the next
step. If the ECW is within the acceptable range, we do not
change the camera control parameters. If not, we modify
the parameters. The parameters are determined from the
ECWs estimated for the next several steps, so that the ECW
is within the acceptable range at as many steps in a row as
possible after the modification.
We implemented the method to extract the OCW and to
estimate the ECWs, and conducted the preliminary experiment. The result of the experiment shows that the OCW
is extracted and the ECWs are estimated with reasonable
precision when we shoot a real moving object.
We will implement the whole proposed method, and
conduct the experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of the
method.
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